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A lovely hill station nestled in the Baramulla district, also known as The Meadow of Flowers,
Gulmarg is one of the best tourist destinations in India with tourist traffic all round the year. Despite
of the snow and terrain constraint in winters, it is a major tourist attraction. It is the best adventurous
and extreme sport destination and has the highest Green Golf course in the world. It has the 7th
best ski course in Asia with the highest Gondola cable car in the world.

It is known for its scenic beauty and the multitude of glowers that grow in the summer giving it the
nickname-Meadow of flowers. Baba Reshi and Haji Murad are the other places of interest at
Gulmarg.

Gulmarg has no permanent residents, but the growth of tourism has led to the development of fine
Gulmarg hotels and resorts with all the modern day facilities.

The tourists can easily find the budget hotels at Gulmarg. There are various economy hotels, private
cottages and huts for rent, and dormitory hotels with optimal services.

There are various 2 and 3 Star Hotels in Gulmarg with impressive range of services at amazing
prices. There are exquisite resorts and luxury hotels with deluxe and Super-Deluxe rooms and
suites as per the requirements of the tourists.

Gulmarg hotels are built around the tourist destinations and in solitary areas and some hotels also
provide tourists packages which involve discount, local sightseeing tours, mountain biking, horse
riding, water skiing, hiking and bonfire etc.

There are various residency hotels at Gulmarg that have very impressive view of the hills and golf
courses etc with large windows. To provide a warm cozy dwelling in winters, Gulmarg Hotels have
room warmers and heaters and in summers, AC rooms are available. The multi cuisine menu,
traditional Kashmiri cuisine, boat houses and night ice skating under the Himalayan moon are the
various other delights in Gulmarg Hotels.

Thus, whether you want a quite holiday with your partner roaming on the beautiful meadows on long
evening walks or you want to have an adventurous trip with your friends, whether you want to have
a family vacation to play with the snow balls or you want to have an individual escape into the lap of
nature, you can come up here have a thrilling vacation and cozy stay at Hotels of Gulmarg.
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Sanjay Kumar - About Author:
a Gulmarg Hotels is the Best Hotel Deals for Budget, Luxury & Star Hotels in Diu at Discounted
Rates. Book Cheap a Gulmarg Hotels at MakeMyTrip.com.
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